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Abstract

The margin of Chryse Planitia, Mars, contains >105 kilometer-scale mesas, buttes, and
plateaus (“mounds”), many of which are found in and around Oxia Planum, the ExoMars 2022 Rover
landing site. Despite this, their origins and evolution are unknown. We have analyzed the morphologies
and morphometries of 14,386 individual mounds to: (1) classify them based on their geomorphology;
(2) constrain when they formed based on their stratigraphic and spatial relationships; and (3) develop
hypotheses for their geological history. The mounds are classified as compound mounds, mesas, clustered
mounds, and hills. Mound heights show that their elevations above the plains tend to a maximum
height of 500 m. We interpret this as the thickness of a previously continuous layer that extended several
hundred kilometers from the southern highlands into Chryse Planitia. Stratigraphy constrains the
deposition of this layer to the Early-Middle Noachian, correlatable to the phyllosilicate-bearing strata of
Mawrth Vallis, with similar layering also observable in some mounds, suggesting a genetic relationship.
The mounds sometimes occur in circular arrangements, interpreted as an association with buried impact
structures. We propose that the mounds formed through differential erosion after the premound layer was
indurated by mineralization from groundwater in areas superposing underlying crustal weaknesses, for
example, at buried crater margins. The subsequent differential erosion of this layer preferentially removed
areas unaffected by this induration in the Late Noachian-Early Hesperian leaving the mound population
seen at present. These features present accessible three-dimensional exposures of ancient layered rocks,
and so are exciting targets for future study.

Plain Language Summary

Thousands of kilometer-scale “mounds” occur in the Chryse
Planitia region of Mars. Until now, we did not know what they were, how old they are, or why they are so
abundant. We examined the mounds, classified them based on their shape, and calculated their heights.
We estimated the age of the mounds and how they formed using their relationship to other geological
features nearby. We find: (1) There are four types of mounds: hills, mesas, clustered mounds, and
compound mounds. (2) The mounds are never taller than about 500 m, suggesting they are remnants of a
once-continuous layer about 500 m thick that has been almost completely removed. (3) Finding mounds
hundreds of kilometers into Chryse Planitia means that this layer was once extensive. The largest mounds
are similar to bedrock types seen around Mawrth Vallis, an area with clear mineralogical evidence of
water altering the rocks in the ancient past. We think that similar minerals occur in parts of the premound
layer, hardening it so that these areas were left as the mounds we see today once the rest of the layer was
eroded. We conclude that the mounds are important “leftover” features from early in Mars’ geological
history.

1. Introduction
Oxia Planum, the landing site of the ExoMars 2022 rover “Rosalind Franklin”, is a clay-rich plain located
on the boundary between the ancient, rugged terrain of Arabia Terra (Quantin-Nataf et al., 2021), and the
young, smooth plains of Chryse Planitia. Distributed across the Oxia Planum and wider Circum-Chryse
region are thousands of kilometer-scale isolated landforms that resemble terrestrial mesas, buttes, hills,
and plateaus (Figure 1). The mounds are conspicuous features that can be distinguished by their positive
relief, high albedo, and low thermal inertia relative to the surrounding plains. As a widespread geomorphological feature in this highland-lowland transitional area, they are an important component of the geological history of the region, but their morphological variations, origins, and ages were hitherto not well
understood. Importantly, several of these mounds are found within the landing ellipse of the ExoMars rover
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Figure 1. (a) MOLA (Mars Orbital Laser Altimeter) globe showing the position of Chryse Planitia relative to other
regions of Mars. MT: Margaritifer Terra. (b) Locations of the study areas (Zones 1–3). OC: Oxia Colles, OP: Oxia
Planum, TV: Tiu Valles, MV: Mawrth Vallis, HV: Hypanis Vallis. (c) 3D CTX (Context Camera) image of a 1.5 km
wide isolated mound in Zone 2 showing its high albedo and rounded form. (d) Panchromatic HRSC (High Resolution
Stereo Camera) image (H3081_0000_ND3) of a typical field of mounds west of Oxia Planum. (e) Left: daytime infrared
THEMIS (Thermal Emission Imaging System) and right: night time THEMIS infrared image of a 70 km-diameter
quasicircular arrangement of mounds (global mosaic, https://astrogeology.usgs.gov/maps/mars-themis-derived-globalthermal-inertia-mosaic), showing their characteristic low thermal inertia.

(Quantin-Nataf et al., 2021; Sefton-Nash et al., 2020). Here, the mounds overlie the clay bearing terrains
that are central to the rover’s primary objectives of biosignature detection and the investigation of ancient
aqueous environments (Vago et al., 2017). Thus, an understanding of the formation and evolution of the
mounds has direct consequences for the geology of the landing site.
Earth’s sedimentary rock record forms an archive of past physical, chemical, and biological processes and
conditions. This archive is subject to continual modification and destruction through surface processes and
plate movements. Mars, in the absence of plate tectonics, has retained a diverse and extensive sedimentary rock record which is far older than any equivalent terrestrial sedimentary accumulation (e.g., Edgett
& Malin, 2002; Grotzinger & Milliken, 2012; Malin and Edgett, 2000). On both Earth and Mars, in eroding environments where competent lithologies overlie less competent lithologies, the underlying rocks are
preferentially eroded, resulting in differential down wasting and collapse of the overlying competent layer
(e.g., Duszyński et al., 2019). This results in the formation of landforms such as mesas, buttes, and plateaus
(Migoń, 2004). Nascent mesas and plateaus on Earth typically have steep scarps which form as the terrain
begins to transition from flat to rugged, but continued erosion gradually causes their margins to become
more rounded over time. Continued back wasting of these unstable scarps diminishes the areal exposure
of more resistant rocks, leaving smaller, more isolated patches of resistant lithologies upstanding in the
terrain. These isolated landforms record the depositional environment as well as the erosional history of
the region.
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In this study, for the first time, we systematically (i) identify and classify 14,386 mounds on the margin of
Chryse Planitia, (ii) characterize the morphometry of the mounds by measuring their areal extents and
calculating their heights, and (iii) observe the stratigraphic context of the mounds to constrain their depositional and erosional history. From these initial findings, we discuss their possible formation, diagenetic, and
erosional histories, and consider the implications of these on the geological history of the Chryse-Arabia
margin and specifically their significance for Oxia Planum and the ExoMars rover mission.

2. Geography and Geology of the Study Area
The mounds are geographically constrained to the areas around the southern margin of Chryse Planitia and
the northern margin of Arabia Terra. Chryse Planitia is bounded on its southern rim by heavily cratered
highland material; Arabia Terra lies to its southeast and Xanthe Terra lies to its southwest (Figure 1; e.g.,
Frey & Schultz, 1988; Greeley et al., 1977). In the north, it shares a gradational boundary with the plains
of Acidalia Planitia. The materials that fill Acidalia Planitia (e.g., Pan et al., 2017) could obscure further
mounds. Chryse Planitia is thought to have formed as the result of a large impact event (Frey, 2006; Schultz
et al., 1982), and is generally accepted as a type example of an ancient (>4.0 Ga), infilled, and highly degraded impact basin (Pan et al., 2019). The exceptional size of Chryse Planitia, as well as its close proximity
to the southern highlands, means it probably acted as a sedimentary sink for much of the detritus shed
from the surrounding highland material (Oehler & Allen, 2010). Multiple prominent northward-flowing
outflow channels such as Ares Valles debouch into Chryse Planitia and dissect the ancient highlands that
encompass its southern margin.
To the south-west of Chryse Planitia, the wider Oxia region, including Oxia Planum and Oxia Colles, is
delineated in the west by Ares Vallis, and in the east by Mawrth Vallis (Figure 1), a 600 km-long Noachian-age valley that incises phyllosilicate-rich material on the margin of the southern highlands (e.g., Loizeau
et al., 2007, 2011). In comparison with other Noachian terrains, the topographies of Oxia Colles and Oxia
Planum are relatively smooth and flat. The extensive plains-forming clay-rich material that characterizes
Oxia Planum was probably emplaced around 4 Gy (Fawdon et al., 2020; Quantin-Nataf et al., 2021). Examples of mounds occur in Oxia Planum, however, they become more common to the north, north-east, and
west, particularly in Oxia Colles, where there are thousands of well-preserved examples.
The study area encompasses the southern highland margin of Chryse Planitia and extends to the east along
the dichotomy boundary to include Mawrth Vallis in the northeast. The outflow channels of Ares Valles,
Chryse Chaos, and Tiu Valles dissect the study area into three conveniently sized subareas (Zone 1–3; Figure 1). Zone 1, with surface area >332,000 km2, encompasses Oxia Planum, Oxia Colles, and the area west
of Mawrth Valles. Zone 2 (>78,000 km2) has the fewest mounds, and includes the areas of elongated islands
within Chryse Chaos, Ares Vallis, and Tiu Valles, as well as the north-western extreme of the Margaritifer
Terra plateau. Zone 3 (>150,000 km2) lies west of Chryse Chaos, and includes the north-eastern section of
Xanthe Terra, encompassing the mound-dense region north of Hypanis Valles. The western extent of the
study area was taken to be the boundary beyond which no more mounds occurred. The northern extent of
Zone 1 is a line of latitude at 28.170°N in Zone 1, where the mounds become too numerous to count and
where superposing glacial deposits cause the mound morphology to become indistinct.

3. Previous Work
The mounds of southern Chryse Planitia have previously been referred to as buttes, mesas, and knobs,
irrespective of their morphologies (e.g., Fawdon et al., 2018; Loizeau et al., 2012; Michalski & Noe Dobrea, 2007; Quantin-Nataf et al., 2021; Rodríguez et al., 2007). In the wider literature, these terms denote
specific geographic features, so here we use the simple umbrella term “mound” to describe all the isolated, positive relief landforms in the study area. Characteristics of the mounds have been described before
(Quantin-Nataf et al., 2021); however, no quantitative study of their distributions or morphologies exists.
The mounds near the ExoMars landing site in Oxia Planum appear to be layered and are interpreted as
remnants of younger overlying sedimentary deposits that either formed as isolated features or a more widespread regional deposit (Quantin-Nataf et al., 2021). Curvilinear features observed on their surfaces are
interpreted as infilled fractures.
MCNEIL ET AL.
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S. Rotto and Tanaka (1995) used Viking images to interpret the broad mound-containing region to consist
of two intergrading units of “knobby terrain,” dating from the Middle to Late Hesperian. They suggest two
phases of knobby terrain formation: the first in the Late Noachian concurrent with Mawrth Vallis incision,
and a second in the Early to Middle Hesperian. In Oxia Planum, the mounds overlie the ∼4.0 Ga clay-bearing materials that are a primary target for the ExoMars 2020 rover (Quantin-Nataf et al., 2021). Some of the
mounds in Zone 3 also appear to overlie sections of the Hypanis Vallis terminal fan delta, a > 970 km2 Late
Noachian-Early Hesperian sediment fan (Adler et al., 2019; Fawdon et al., 2018; Hauber et al., 2009). Some
sections of the delta may be considerably older than this age, however, so this cannot be reliably used to
constrain the age of the mounds (Fawdon et al., 2018).
The “knobby terrain” units that are mapped and described in S. Rotto and Tanaka (1995) are postulated to
be comprised of “debris flow” material that originated from the south. They suggest the mounds themselves
consist of highly degraded crater rims or other isolated peaks comprising highland plateau material, with
the embaying interknob dark plains material interpreted as “reworked deposits” and lava flows (S. L. Rotto
& Tanaka, 1991; S. Rotto &Tanaka, 1995). Rodríguez et al. (2007) suggest that the mounds on the boundary between Xanthe Terra and Chryse Planitia (i.e., in our Zone 3) could have been formed by a variety of
processes including thermokarst activity, sedimentary volcanism, or groundwater sapping and runoff. They
suggest that near-surface groundwater emergence along densely packed faults could have played a role in
mound creation.
Michalski and Noe Dobrea (2007) note that a population of mounds in the area near the mouth of Mawrth
Vallis exhibit clay-bearing layers in their exposed flanks that resemble those found in the Mawrth Vallis
plateau (e.g., Loizeau et al., 2012, 2007; Noe Dobrea et al., 2009; Poulet et al., 2020, 2008). This suggests that
these mounds are the erosional remnants of the Mawrth Vallis plateau, and probably formed early in Mars’
history (Early-Middle Noachian; Loizeau et al., 2012). These clay-bearing mounds are surrounded by dark,
smooth material that lacks the aqueous alteration observed in the Mawrth Vallis plateau strata (Loizeau
et al., 2007). This dark plains-forming material pervades the Chryse Planitia region and corresponds to the
Late Noachian-Early Hesperian HNCc1 and Late Hesperian HCc2 units of Tanaka et al., (2005). The source
of this dark material is uncertain, but the lack of aqueous alteration signatures and presence of pyroxene
in spectral data (Loizeau et al., 2007) suggest that these plains may be of volcanic or volcaniclastic origin.
Loizeau et al. (2012) measured the crater retention model age of these dark plains, finding that they were
emplaced ∼3.55 Gy, which is in agreement with estimated ages of the HNCc1 unit (Tanaka et al., 2005).
Despite the observation that the dark plains material embays the mounds in the mouth of Mawrth Vallis
(Loizeau et al., 2012), the relationship between the mounds and the plains material elsewhere along the
flanks of Chryse Planitia is still unclear.

4. Data and Methods
The morphologies, morphometries, and distributions of the 14,386 mounds within Zones 1–3 (combined
area of ∼550,000 km2; Figure 1b) were systematically investigated using appropriate remote sensing data.
The mounds were identified by their dark toned appearance in nighttime infrared THEMIS (Thermal Emission Imaging System; Christensen et al., 2002; Fergason et al., 2006) data, suggesting that they are composed
of material with relatively low thermal inertia. The mounds are bright in panchromatic CTX (Context Camera; Malin et al., 2007) images and pale toned in color HRSC (High Resolution Stereo Camera; Jaumann
et al., 2007) data. The elevation of the mounds above the plains of Chryse Planitia is only observable in
Mars orbital laser altimeter (MOLA) data, where point ground tracks intersect the mounds. However, HRSC
digital elevation model (DEMs) are of sufficient resolution and vertical precision to resolve the shape of the
mounds. Where available, HiRISE (High Resolution Imaging Science Experiment; McEwen et al., 2007)
data were also used to gain a more detailed understanding of stratigraphic relationships and surface textures. All these data were incorporated into a GIS (Geographical Information Systems) project using ArcGIS
10.5.1 software.
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Figure 2. (a) Context Camera (CTX) image showing a field of mounds. The margins of individual mounds (blue lines), the edges of plateaus (red lines), and
the mound peaks (center of small black circles) have been digitised by hand. 200 m diameter buffers (yellow lines) have been created around the margins and
100 m radius circular buffers (black circles) have been created around the peaks, in order to capture the relief of the surrounding terrain, and allow for error
in the selection of peak locations, respectively. Individual MOLA point data are shown as green points. Mounds that have at least one MOLA datum in its
peak/plateau and mound margin can have their heights measured. (b–e) Four examples of how polygon and point data interact in this study, leading to the
classification scheme in Section 5.

4.1. Mound Digitization
Mound margins and prominences were digitised manually. Mound margins were digitised as polygons that
demarcate the boundary of a mound with the surrounding plains, and wholly enclose the upstanding feature. Prominences were identified from visual inspection of each mound in CTX and HRSC images. Prominences were classified as either peaks (well-defined apexes that can be either smooth or sharp in form,
digitised as point features) or plateaus (flat regions at the tops of mounds, where a true apex is missing
or indistinct, digitised as polygon features). For each mound, the margin, as well as the number and type
of prominences, was recorded by the following convention: (1) a mound with a single peak (one margin
polygon enclosing one peak, Figure 2b); (2) a mound with a single plateau (one margin polygon enclosing
one plateau polygon, Figure 2c); (3) a mound with multiple peaks or plateaus (one margin polygon enclosing multiple points and/or multiple plateau polygons, Figures 2d); (4) mounds with a single plateau that
themselves contain a further distinctive peak (one margin polygon enclosing a plateau polygon containing
an additional peak, Figure 2e). The results from this digitization convention were then used to develop the
morphological classification explained in Section 5.1. Clusters of mounds that form distinctive arcuate populations that cover >60° of a full circle were digitised using the CraterTools add-in for ArcGIS 10.1 (Kneissl
et al., 2011).
4.2. Elevation Data
To investigate the mound morphometry, we used the digitised margins and prominences to extract elevation information from the MOLA and HRSC datasets. The MOLA point data have better vertical accuracy
than HSRC DEMs and therefore, where there was data for the mound base and peak, they were used in
preference. However, as this only allows for the measurement of ∼16% of the mounds, the mounds were
also measured using HRSC DEM pixels. To calculate the heights of the mounds, we subtracted the elevation
at the base of the mound from the maximum elevation of the mound prominence. In order to extract the
elevation at the base and prominence, a 200 m buffer was constructed around the mound margin, and a
100 m radius buffer was constructed around each peak (Figure 2a). A 200 m margin buffer was selected as
it is large enough that sufficient MOLA points should fall within the buffer for the average measurement
MCNEIL ET AL.
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to be representative of the plains, and small enough that it mitigates the impact of proximal topographic
features (i.e., other mounds, craters) on the final plains measurement. The same is true for the 100 m radius
peak buffers; their diameters are large enough to collect a single MOLA shot, if there is one present in that
location, but small enough that they are representative of the true peak. Plateau polygons did not require a
buffer, as they already define the maximum extent of the upper surface of the mound. From these buffers
we extracted the mean elevation of pixels from HRSC Digital Terrain Model (DTM) MC-11 quadrangle data
(∼50 m/pixel, Jaumann et al., 2007; Kersten et al., 2018) and the MOLA PEDR (Point Experimental Data
Records; Zuber, 1992) point data that fell within each buffer. In situations where multiple MOLA points or
HRSC pixels existed within a marginal plains buffer, the mean topographic value was calculated using both
datasets in order to mitigate the effect of topographic relief elements that could alter the measured plains
elevation. In all cases, the maximum elevation value was extracted from the prominences. The heights of
the mounds could only be calculated through the MOLA method, if individual MOLA points intersected
the prominence and the marginal buffer.
MOLA PEDR coverage is global and therefore covers the entire study area, but the HRSC DTM is confined
to the MC-11 quadrangle. As such, HRSC covers all of Zone 1 and Zone 2, but only part of Zone 3, so the
heights of 1,780 mounds were not measured using HRSC. Furthermore, the HRSC DTM exhibits significant
artifacts in some regions of the study area, so may produce inaccurate mound heights. Due to the irregular
local coverage of MOLA points, these data could only be used to determine heights of ∼16% of the mounds,
however, the mounds that it intersects are spread across the entire region of study, so are representative of
the full population. Of the total population of mounds digitised, we were able to extract 2,366 measurements
using MOLA (2,151 of which were positive values) and 12,606 measurements using HRSC. 1,939 mounds
were measured using both MOLA and HRSC; both datasets are detailed in the supplementary materials.
Henceforth, all heights quoted are from the MOLA-derived data, owing to its higher vertical resolution,
and substantial number of measured mounds of all sizes that are evenly distributed across all three zones.

5. Observations and Results
5.1. Morphologic Classification
We have classified the mounds into four classes based on the morphology determined by the protocol outlined in 4.1. All four classes have the same basic features: they are pale toned, positive-relief features that
are clearly structures independent of the dark plains of Chryse Planitia. The categories are as follows: (1)
Hills are isolated mounds that have a single prominent peak or smooth crest (Figure 3a). (2) Mesas are isolated mounds that have a single contiguous plateau with no clear apex at their top, which may be covered
by loose material and/or have eroded craters superimposed on it (Figure 3b). (3) Clustered mounds represent mounds that have multiple hill peaks and/or mesa plateaus clustered together, but where the lower
elevation areas between the peaks and plateaus do not descend to the elevation of the surrounding plains
(Figure 3c). If the lower elevation areas between mounds descend to the level of the surrounding plains,
the mounds are classified individually as hills or mesas. Clustered mounds can be further sub-divided into
clustered hills (clustered mounds that exclusively contain peaks), clustered mesas (clustered mounds that
exclusively contain plateaus), and mixed clusters (clustered mounds that contain both peaks and plateaus).
(4) Compound mounds represent multiple landforms that have distinct tiers at different elevations (Figure 3d). The tiers may have distinct individual visual qualities that differentiate them from other tiers in
the same mound, or they may appear to be composed of similar material. Further detailed observations of
individual mounds are given in Section 5.4.

5.2. Mound Distributions
The population of mounds in this study area forms an arcuate distribution around the southern margin of
Chryse Planitia across an area of ∼550,000 km2 between 10°N–28°N and 309°E–342°E (Figure 4). The bases
of the mounds occur between elevations of ∼−1,800 m and −4,050 m, a total range of 2,250 m. The western
section of the study zone, Zone 3, is elevated by >500 m relative to relative to Zones 1 and 2. It is therefore
prudent to compare elevation ranges only within the three subsections of the study area. The elevation
MCNEIL ET AL.
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Figure 3. Classes of mounds found in the study area as shown in Context Camera (CTX) data, alongside their digitised forms and schematic cross-sections
(a) hills (e.g., 21.997°N, 26.664°W) are rounded features with one apex; (b) mesas (e.g., 19.146°N, 27.505°W), are mounds with one flat-topped plateau area;
(c) clustered mounds (e.g., 18.386°N, 28.149°W), contain multiple peaks or plateaus; and (d) compound mounds (e.g., 26.204°N, 24.953°W) contain peaks and
plateaus that overlap.

range over which the base of the mounds occur is ∼1,550 m for Zone 1, 780 m for Zone 2, and 1,450 m for
Zone 3.
The distribution of mounds within the study area appears to be approximately random, however, some
mounds occur in curvilinear arrangements or even arcuate patterns (Figure 5). The simplest explanation
for this distribution is that they demarcate underlying impact craters. Following this assumption, in cases
where mound populations have a circular configuration, we can measure the radius of curvature of this
pattern to infer the diameter of the associated impact structure. In the case of a series of mounds forming
an incomplete arc of a circle, we have assumed this again delineates a buried impact structure if the mounds
occur over more than 60°of arc and the diameter of the inferred impact structures can again be calculated. We located 101 circular or arcuate clusters of mounds that we interpret as indicating buried impact
crater structures ranging in diameter from 7 to 143 km (table in supplementary materials). Other groups
of mounds cluster proximally to linear and curvilinear ridges that occur within the dark plains material
(Figure 5d).
Mesas and compound mounds are common near the dichotomy boundary west and northwest of McLaughlin crater, and are interpreted to be erosional sections of the plateau in this region. The mesas and compound mounds in this location grade into smaller mesas, clustered mounds, and hills.
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Figure 4. The distribution of mounds (hills: black, mesas: red; clustered mounds: green; compound mounds: blue)
within the substudy areas. (a–c) denotes Zones 1–3 respectively, as HRSC-MOLA blend shades (Zones 1–2) and a
MOLA blend shade (Zone 3). LC: Lederberg Crater. The percentages of mounds that make up the populations in each
subarea are shown as two pie charts; “Number” shows each class as a percentage of the population by number, and
“Area” shows the classes as proportions of the total area of the mounds in the subarea. (d) MOLA map of southern
Chryse Planitia showing the locations of the sub-study areas. All other numbers and rectangles indicate the position
of other figures. The white arrows indicate the location of CRISM observations of mounds containing hydroxylated
silicates and sulfates for a compound mound in Figure 4a, box 9 and a mesa in Figure 4a, box 7d. HRSC, high resolution
stereo camera; MOLA, Mars orbital laser altimeter.

5.3. Mound Morphometry
We used topographic data in tandem with the digitised mound data set to calculate the heights of the
different classes of mounds above the surrounding plains of Chryse Planitia (Table 1). Using MOLA-derived measurements, we calculated that hills have the lowest mean height at ∼65 m, followed by clustered
mounds (∼104 m mean height), mesas (∼168 m mean height), and compound mounds (∼219 m mean
height). The clustered mound subsets of clustered hills, mixed clusters, and clustered mesas have mean
MCNEIL ET AL.
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Figure 5. (a) night-time infrared Thermal Emission Imaging System (THEMIS) image showing the northern section of
Zone 1, where populations of mounds demarcate the edges of proposed buried impact craters (yellow lines). The largest
yellow circle is 143 km in diameter and the smallest (lying within the area of the larger crater) is 7 km in diameter.
(b) Context Camera (CTX) image showing a semi-circular population of mounds in Zone 3 (11.308°N, 43.228°W). (c)
Nighttime infrared THEMIS image of a mound field in Oxia Planum, showing north-south trending ridges (red dotted
lines) that cut through the surrounding material. (d) CTX image showing a population of mounds that follow a northsouth trending ridge (19.637°N, 27.329°W).

heights of ∼81 m, ∼190 m, and ∼230 m respectively. The areal extents of the mounds varies with their
morphologies, but follows the same trend as the heights: hills are the least extensive with a mean area of
<1 km2, followed by clustered mounds (∼3 km2), mesas (∼6 km2), and compound mounds (∼15 km2, Table 1). We calculate that in general the heights of the mounds increase with areal extent, upto a maximum
of ∼500 m, corresponding to a surface area of ∼ 10 km2, after which the height does not increase further
(Figure 6a). Using the HRSC DTM, the same height-area trend is observed. Most mounds are small, with
only 10% of the population being above a height of ∼238 m. Our data also highlight the propensity for class
populations to be more prevalent at particular heights: most mounds below a height of ∼150 m are hills or
clustered mounds, but above ∼150 m, most mounds are either mesas or compound mounds (Figure 6b).
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Table 1
Table Summarizing the Morphometric Features of the Mounds in This Study, Derived From Mars Orbital Laser
Altimeter (MOLA) Point Data

Number of examples
Population
Height (m)

Clustered mounds

Compound mounds

11,255

1,029

2,025

77

78.24

% (by area)

42.13

Mean

64.7

167.9

37.3

141.3

Median
Maximum
Area (km )

Mesas

% (by number)

Minimum

2

Hills

≪1

453.6

IQR

62.96

7.15
27.58

14.08
25.53

0.54
4.76

104.1

219.3

65.6

172.6

3

<1

40.8

500.5

453.3

593.8

177.01

122.14

165.80

Mean

0.9

6.41

3.02

14.78

Median

0.28

3.31

1.26

10.47

Minimum

0.01

0.1

0.03

1.3

Maximum
IQR

16.2
0.77

131.6
6.25

94.6
2.89

114.8
11.76

Most of the ∼500 m tall mounds are mesas or compound mounds, and occur almost exclusively in Zone 1
in the region proximal to Mawrth Vallis (Table S1).
5.4. Mound Characteristics and Stratigraphy
This section outlines the observations of geological features that are common throughout the general
mound population, as well as specific examples at HiRISE-scale. The stratigraphic relationships between
the dark plains material and the clay-bearing plains of Oxia Planum are also discussed.
The mounds are pale-toned features that contrast with the surrounding dark plains in visible images and
that are dark in nighttime THEMIS infrared images, indicative of low thermal inertia on the scale of 100 m.
Rarely, some mounds are moderately bright in night-time THEMIS infrared images, suggesting that these
bright mounds at least are coarse-grained or indurated sedimentary deposits, or are areas of exposed bedrock (Fergason et al., 2006). Layering can be seen on the flanks of several mounds across the study area
(Figures 7a and 7c). As most mounds appear to be covered in loose material, it is unclear what proportion
of mounds are layered. However, ∼40 mounds in the northern region of Zone 1 exhibit a distinctive, decameter-thick pale-toned layer that is visible in CTX images (Figures 7d–7g). This layer occurs in mounds that
are distributed over an area of ∼8,000 km2. The pale-toned layer occurs in mounds that demarcate a large
buried crater, suggesting the mounds are not part of the crater rim. Mounds that occur within buried craters
at similar topographic heights also contain the same layer, suggesting that the mounds are not a rim feature.
Many mounds also have bright rings of extremely pale toned, high albedo material associated with them
(Figure 7b) that is similar to the deposits seen around craters and postulated hydrothermal “mega-vents” in
Meridiani Planum and Aram Chaos (e.g., Hynek et al., 2002; Ormö et al., 2004).
The relationship of the mounds with the dark plains material is often ambiguous due to the scree that mantles the mound margins. Despite this, individual examples of mounds show evidence of being embayed and
buried by the dark plains material (Figures 8a, 8c and 8e), suggesting that, in general, the mounds pre-date
the dark plains material. A clear contact between a mound and the clay-bearing unit of Oxia Planum is
observed (Figure 8f), showing that the mounds post-date the clay-bearing unit, which is in agreement with
the interpretation in Quantin-Nataf et al. (2021).
Mounds that are proximal to Mawrth Vallis commonly contain meter to decameter-scale layering in their
upper flanks (Figure 9). In HiRISE IRB images, the hue of the strata ranges from pink to white to blue
(Figure 9d), and the lateral continuity of strata can be observed for upwards of 2 km. Where these layered
MCNEIL ET AL.
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Figure 6. Graphs displaying information about the morphometrics of mounds. (a) The relationship between height
and area for 2,151 mounds of different classes, derived from individual MOLA shots at 300 m spacing. Note the
propensity for hills to be small, clustered mounds to be intermediate, and mesas/compound mounds to be large, with
the tallest and largest examples (>10 km2) being a consistent ∼500 m in height. (b) A size-frequency plot of 2,151
mound heights showing that most mounds are small (50% of the measured population are >68 m in height), and that
most mounds below ∼150 m in height are hills or clustered mounds, and most mounds above ∼150 m in height are
mesas or compound mounds. MOLA, Mars orbital laser altimeter.

materials are exposed, they do not preserve impact craters as well as the surrounding, darker material. The
layered sections contain dark negative relief lineaments, interpreted as fractures filled with loose material,
positive relief lineaments, interpreted as fractures infilled with resistant material, and evidence of faulting,
with displacements of up to tens of meters. Although largely obscured, some material that is pale toned and
stratified can be seen in the lower tiers as well. The layered material is overlain by a darker, crater-retaining
layer that is tens of meters thick, which is comparable to the dark capping unit (e.g., Loizeau et al., 2012)
that overlies similar layered material in Mawrth Vallis. The fractures in the layered material do not appear
to pervade into the overlying dark capping unit, but the faulting clearly displaces the dark capping unit in
some mounds (Figure 9d). The dark capping unit appears to be draped disconformably over the mounds
that contain the layered material.
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Figure 7. (a) Layering in the flanks of a mesa near Mawrth Vallis, including a thick dark layer (arrowed) partially
obscured by loose material (High Resolution Imaging Science Experiment [HiRISE] ESP_036160_2065). (b) Example of
pale-toned material that occurs preferentially around mounds and tectonic features that appears to be overlain by the
dark plains material (HiRISE ESP_046710_2015). (c) Partly obscured layering (arrowed) in the flanks of a mound north
of Mawrth Vallis (HiRISE ESP_044402_2020). (d) Context Camera (CTX) mosaic showing the locations of pale-toned
layers identified in the flanks and tops of mounds (yellow margins) and minimum bounding extent if this were once
a continuous layer. (e) Mound containing a pale-toned horizontal layer (black arrows). The dark plains material abuts
and onlaps the edges of the paler material (HiRISE ESP_064749_2055) (e) CTX image showing pale-toned layer (black
arrows) that occurs in mounds demarcating a large (∼50 km diameter) crater, suggesting that the mounds are not part
of the crater rim, but were originally contiguously on top of the crater margin. (f) CTX mosaic showing a mesa with
resistant pale-toned upper “cap rock” layer (margins shown by black arrows).

Similar pale-toned layered material is observable in a HiRISE image of a mound that lies 400 km south-southwest of the mound in Figure 9 and 500 km from the same material found in mounds in the mouth of Mawrth
Vallis (Figure 10a). The pale-toned areas of the mound contain a network of dark to pale-brown curvilinear
decameter-width bands with a variety of surface relief types that sometimes form polygonal arrangements
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Figure 8. Examples of the stratigraphic relationships of mounds across the study area. (a) Context Camera (CTX)
image (mosaic: P21_009247_2056_XN_25N023W, B21_017884_2046_XN_24N023W, G03_019585_2043_XN_24N023W)
showing a field of pale toned, high-relief mounds (west and center east), as well as darker, low-relief mounds that
appear to be buried by the surrounding dark plains material of Chryse Planitia. (b) Pale-toned mound with arcuate
embayments at the edge of its exposed top, as well as a smooth scarp (white arrows) interpreted as the true edge of the
underlying mound that is buried by the dark plains material (High Resolution Imaging Science Experiment [HiRISE]
ESP _065316_2065). (c) CTX image G19_025730_1977_XN_17N028W showing a mesa and surrounding mounds in
the Oxia Colles region. (d) Decameter scale polygonal structures (black arrow) in the flanks of a hill (HiRISE ESP_
065857_1990). (e) HiRISE image showing the boundary (black arrows) between the dark-toned material and mesa
surface of (c), where the dark material is similar in relief and texture to the dark plains material that surround the mesa
(HiRISE ESP_ 065857_1990). (f) Mound in Oxia Planum with a clear lower boundary (black arrows) that superposes
the fractured clay material that dominates the area (HiRISE PSP_009880_1985).
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Figure 9. Examples of Mawrth-like strata in a pair of compound mounds that lie ∼285 km from the mouth of Mawrth
Vallis, as well as an image showing representative strata in Mawrth Vallis as a comparison. (a) Overview of the mounds
(High Resolution Imaging Science Experiment [HiRISE] image ESP_063259_2065) showing the location of parts (b–d).
(b) Laterally extensive decameter-scale layering in a cliff-face at the top of the eastern mound, which is overlying paletoned layered material (HiRISE image ESP_063259_2065). (c) Subdecameter-scale layers in the flanks of the western
mound (IRB HiRISE image ESP_063905_2065, contrast enhanced to show layering and color variation). (d) Color
image of layers at the base of the upper tier of the western mound. The layers range from blue to black-and-white to
pink in tone, and are capped disconformably by the brown dark capping unit. All of these units are crossed by a NESW trending fault (red dotted line, central) that has displaced them by ∼100 m. The relative direction of movement
along the fault is shown by arrows. Another potential fault is visible ∼300 m to the south east (IRB HiRISE image
ESP_063259_2065). (e) Representative section of exposed clay-bearing strata at Mawrth Vallis, showing its similarity
to the layering seen in some mounds. The strata are capped by isolated patches of material (arrows) that are visually
similar to the brown dark capping observed on the mounds (IRB HiRISE image ESP_018530_2045).
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Figure 10. High Resolution Imaging Science Experiment [HiRISE] image of a mound in Oxia Colles (image center at
19.883°N, 27.669°W; IRB HiRISE ESP_066622_2200), showing (a) the overall mound morphology and relative position
of parts (b–d). (b) Dark curvilinear bands that cut through the pale-toned bedrock, sometimes forming enclosed
segments (bottom left). (c) Area of polygonally fractured pale-toned bedrock crosscut by curvilinear fractures or
lineaments (black arrows), that disappear at the margin of the overlying dark-toned units (white arrows). (d) Layered
pale-toned materials on the flanks of the mound (white arrows) that resemble the material in the mounds near Mawrth
Vallis (e.g., Figure 9e).

(Figure 10b). As with the fractures in the pale-toned mound material in Figure 9, these bands are truncated
by the dark capping unit, as described in Mawrth Vallis by Loizeau et al. (2012).
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6. Discussion
6.1. Morphology and Morphometry
The similarity of the tone, layering, and thermal inertia of the mounds examined suggest that they are all
composed of similar rock types. Based on this assumption, we interpret the morphology and morphometry
of individual mounds to primarily be an expression of the amount of erosion. Thus, the typically small
and rounded hills imply a high degree of erosion and a late stage of escarpment retreat, whereas the more
aerially extensive mesas with flat tops and angular sides suggest a lesser amount of erosion and escarpment
retreat. This is also supported by the observation that, in general, mesas and compound mounds are closer
to the dichotomy boundary (Figure 5c) and hills are further away, although the presence of overlying impact
ejecta often obscures this fact (e.g., Figure 4a). Smaller mounds are seen to grade into the larger dichotomy-proximal mesas and plateaus, again suggesting that the smaller mounds represent the degraded former
extent of the mesas, and were once part of a more continuous structure, such as a contiguous layer (or layers) of material, before erosion took place (e.g., Figure 5c). Figure 6 shows that hills are generally smaller
features (in both height and area) than mesas. This supports the interpretation that hills have undergone a
higher degree of erosion than the mesas. Alternatively, mesas may be mechanically more competent than
hills; That is, they may have an additional protective upper layer that hills do not, or may be indurated to a
higher degree.
Mesas and compound mounds are the tallest mound type. Clustered mounds are intermediate in both morphology and height, suggesting that they represent a transitional erosional state between hills and mesas.
Importantly, Figure 6a shows that height does not increase linearly with area, but reaches a maximum of
about 500 m. The fact that mesas (assumed to be amongst the least eroded mounds) conform to this 500 m
ceiling suggests that this height limit is not one imposed by erosion, but is instead representative of a minimum original upper thickness of the material that forms the mounds. It is not possible to estimate the
maximum upper thickness because the base of the mounds is obscured by the post erosional embayment of
the dark plains material (the thickness of which is not known).
The prevalence of each mound class also provides an indication of the erosional state of the entire population. Most of the mounds are hills (78.2% by number, 42.1% of the combined mound area), a few are
clustered mounds (14.1% by number, 25.5% of the combined mound area), and still fewer are mesas (7.2%
by number, 27.6% of the combined mound area). The large proportion of mounds that are hills, assuming
all the mounds are of similar composition, suggest that the population as a whole is in an advanced erosional state. It is unclear why some mounds are more eroded than others, but it could relate to change in
the strength of the eroding mechanisms such as variation in wind strength at different latitudes, differential
flow of water in different regions, or to preferential hardening of the mound layer near to the dichotomy
boundary.
We conclude that the general correlation of mound height and class, the minimum 500 m height limit
across the whole mound population, the greater proportion of hills (assuming all mounds are composed of
similar rock types) and the distribution of the mounds relative to the dichotomy boundary indicates that
the mound population represents the remnants of a highly eroded layer or layers. We have used this as our
working hypothesis for the origin of the mound-forming material in the following discussion.
6.2. Mound Distribution
This section focuses on the spatial distribution of the population of mounds as a whole, and also discusses
the differences between the subpopulations that exist in each zone. As a whole, the population of mounds
extends several hundred kilometers into the northern lowlands, implying that the layer(s) the mounds
formed from once covered a substantial amount of the northern lowlands proximal to the dichotomy boundary (e.g., Figures 5and 7). Building on our working hypothesis that the mounds were previously connected
as part of a contiguous layer (or layers) in the Noachian, and that they exist at the Oxia Planum ExoMars
landing site, we further suggest that the mound-forming layer superposed the Early Noachian clay-bearing
unit present here (Quantin-Nataf et al., 2021).
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As the bases of the mounds in Zones 1 and 3 have very similar relative elevation ranges of 1,500 m, this
also suggests that they are likely to have been originally the same layer within the regional Chryse Planitia
stratigraphy. The similarity of these elevation ranges in the two zones with the largest number of mounds,
suggests that the original elevation of the area where the mounds occur was ∼1,500 m. Only approximately
half of this elevation range is represented in Zone 2, probably owing to substantial erosion on both sides by
Ares Valles and the combined Tiu Valles-Chryse Chaos system. The absolute elevation of Zone 3 is greater
by >500 m relative to Zones 1 and 2 due to its proximity to the margin of the Tharsis rise. Assuming that
the proposed mound forming layer formed at similar elevations around the circum-Chryse region, this
suggests that the majority of the uplift of Zone 3 occurred after the mounds were formed from their original
layer. Given that the majority of the Tharsis bulge was in place by the end of the Noachian (e.g., Carr &
Head, 2010; Phillips et al., 2001; Werner, 2009), it would follow that the mounds were already in place by
this time too.
6.3. Preservation of the Mounds
The preferential occurrence of mounds around the edges of buried impact craters and near to tectonic
ridges, together with the interpretation that the mounds formed from the erosion of an approximately contiguous layer or set of layers, implies that these areas were more resistant to the erosion that isolated the
mounds. To form the circular arrangements of mounds we see today (Figure 11), the preservation process
for the mounds must therefore involve selective reinforcement of the hypothesized layer(s) above the edges
of impact craters. The most reasonable mechanism for the increased erosional resistance of the mounds
is cementation of the strata by resistant minerals precipitated from groundwater. We propose that: (1) the
crater-delineating and ridge-proximal mounds overlie regions of relatively more fractured, and therefore
more permeable crust that once acted as a conduit for groundwater outflow; (2) mineral precipitation would
therefore have preferentially affected the material overlying the fractured locations; and (3) once emplaced
in the host layer, the precipitated minerals (e.g., iron oxides, carbonates, or sulfates) would have improved
the mechanical competence of these regions, making them more resistant to erosion (e.g., Wagh & Tarrer, 1991; Yasir et al., 2018). Bleaching of material in areas of tectonically controlled hydrothermal fluid
flow is observed in Meridiani Planum and Valles Marineris (Ormö et al., 2004; Treiman, 2008), and we
suggest that the general pale tones of the mounds might also be partially attributed to this phenomenon.
Furthermore, evidence of lineament bleaching is apparent in HiRISE images of an isolated mound that
lies 150 km northwest of the ExoMars landing ellipse and 500 km southwest of Mawrth Vallis (Figure 10).
We propose that the curvilinear brown bands that cut the pale-toned bedrock in Figure 10 are fractures
surrounded by regions of altered or bleached bedrock, where fluid has exploited the fracture and deposited
minerals in the surrounding bedrock, changing its tone and resistance to weathering. The alteration zones
cut through the pale-toned layered unit, but are themselves truncated by dark capping unit, suggesting the
episode of alteration occurred before the dark capping unit was emplaced (at ∼3.7 Ga if this is the same
material as described in Mawrth Vallis by Loizeau et al., 2012). Alternatively, the mound forming layer may
have simply been draped onto the pre-existing topography, and the observed mounds are the highest points
of the exposed layer. However, this seems less likely, and no specific evidence to reinforce this hypothesis
has been observed.
The large distances (>100 km) between the similar pale-toned meter-scale layering suggest that the original
layer may once extended across the whole area, further implying that all the mounds between them were
originally part of the same layer. Alternatively, the pale-toned material may have been emplaced in the
mound-forming layer from depth by groundwater or hydrothermal processes. Nevertheless, both of these
hypotheses require a substantial amount of erosion to have occurred between deposition and alteration of
the dark capping unit, in order to remove the majority of the mound-forming layer.
Most of the mounds do not occur in arcuate patterns or near apparent tectonic lineaments. We attribute
these mounds to localized fractures in the underlying bedrock that acted as individual conduits for fluid
flow, or to buried craters that have had most of their mounds buried or removed through erosion. One possible hypothesis for the randomly distributed mounds is that these mounds occur where a small impact crater
impacted on the previously extensive layer inciting enhanced fluid flow and subsequent mineralization;
alternatively, the smaller impacts may have occurred earlier and fractured the underlying bedrock prior to
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Figure 11. 3D views of (a) the compound mounds explored in Figure 6a (High Resolution Imaging Science
Experiment [HiRISE] image: ESP_063259_2065), showing that tiers are traceable between mounds, and (b) craterdelineating mounds (Context Camera [CTX], mosaic image center: 22.616°N, 27.834°W, individual CTX images:
D04_028763_2026_XN_22N027W, B19_016948_2010_XN_21N027W, D05_029119_2018_XN_21N027W).

the deposition of the extensive layer. The pale-toned material seen around proposed hydrothermal megavents and crater rims in Ormö et al. (2004) is attributed to fluid flow causing the bleaching of bedrock, or
mineral precipitation through the high-permeability margins of impact craters. We attribute the widespread
mound-marginal pale-toned material in Figure 7 as being of the same origin, owing to the similar patchy
morphology, distributions around fractures, and albedo properties.
Several populations of mounds demarcate small (7 km diameter) to medium (∼40 km diameter) craters
within a population of mounds that demarcates a very large (143 km diameter) crater (Figure 5a). This
suggests that the cratered surface that the arcuate mound patterns represent formed over an extended
period of time. This is because the mounds that demarcate these craters lie on the same topographic plane:
if the small crater had formed soon after the large crater, it would be within the depression of the larger
crater, and therefore topographically much lower. The large crater must have formed first, and was then
either significantly eroded so that any new craters that formed within it had their rims at approximately
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the height of the eroded rim, or was infilled by post impact detritus almost to the crater rim, before the
small crater formed.
The lack of mounds in the intra-crater areas of larger, isolated impact basins suggests that something prevented the intracrater fractures from being effective conduits for the proposed groundwater to percolate
and inhibited the superposing material from becoming indurated in these regions. There are two possible
reasons why mounds do not regularly form in the center of larger impact craters: (1) crater-fill sediment or
impact melt acted as an impermeable layer, prohibiting the induration of material that overlies intracrater
areas, or (2) the mounds were able to form in intracrater settings, but where the preexisting topography
was lower (i.e., especially on crater floors and in plains regions away from crater rims), most mounds were
buried by dark plains material.
It is unlikely that the mounds are the remnants of mud volcanoes because the population lacks any clear evidence for summit craters, as is ubiquitous in other nearby populations interpreted as mud volcanoes (e.g.,
Brož et al., 2019; Komatsu et al., 2016), and there are no clear observable structures that are associated with
flow on the mound flanks. The flat-topped morphologies of mesas seem incompatible with being formed
through sedimentary volcanism. It is also unlikely that the mounds represent the edges of buried craters.
Although Rodríguez et al. (2007) suggest that many of the mounds are the degraded remnants of impact
crater rims, the fact that numerous mounds are shown to superpose the Hypanis delta (Fawdon et al., 2018)
in the Xanthe Terra region shows that this cannot be true for all mounds. Similarly, some mounds are found
within buried craters, and have similar elevations to mounds outside the crater rim. This suggests that they
are not simply remnant crater rim or central peak/peak-ring elements. Furthermore, the pale-toned layer in
Figure 7d occurs in both crater-delineating mounds, and extra-crater mounds, suggesting that the mounds
are a separate feature from the craters themselves.
6.4. Chronology
In Section 6.2, we used elevation data to propose that the mound-forming layer was deposited or emplaced
before the end of the Noachian. Here, we use the stratigraphic relationships we observed in Section 5 to
further constrain the timing of the deposition and subsequent erosion of the preexisting layer, to form the
mound-like landforms we observe today.
Mounds with clear, regolith-free margins are mantled and embayed by the dark plains material (Figure 8)
mapped as the HNCC1 and HCC2 units in Tanaka et al. (2005). This means that the mounds predate the Late
Noachian to Early Hesperian emplacement of these units. This relationship is further shown in Figure 5,
where the dark plains material shallowly buries isolated examples of mounds. Furthermore, many mounds
are rounded with cove-like embayments on their margins (Figure 8b). The dark plains material clearly onlaps into these embayments, suggesting that the mounds were eroded into their rounded forms before the
emplacement of the dark plains material at ∼3.55 Ga (Loizeau et al., 2012). In the Oxia Planum region, the
mounds directly overlie the Early Noachian (Quantin-Nataf et al., 2021) clay-bearing units, and so must be
younger. These stratigraphic relationships provide minimum and maximum bounds for mound formation
and show that they are Noachian in age.
Compound mounds offer additional insight into the chronology of events. We propose that the tiering could
be a result of compositional or mechanical differences between sections of the stratigraphy, and this might
be traceable across different mounds, and even over to the Mawrth Vallis plateau. In particular, the upper
levels of some of the compound mounds (Figures 9–11) share morphological similarities with the layered
clay-bearing units of Mawrth Vallis (Figure 9e, Loizeau et al., 2012; Michalski et al., 2013; Noe Dobrea
et al., 2010) in that they are pale-toned, layered at the meter-scale, and contain hydrated mineral signatures.
where there is spectroscopic data available. Layered compound mounds up to 100 km from Mawrth Vallis
are suggested in Michalski and Noe Dobrea (2007) to be related to the Mawrth strata, but our analysis shows
that the extent of this deposit may have been much greater than previously thought (see Figures 9–11 showing mounds ∼295 and ∼560 km from Mawrth). Furthermore, our observation that the mound population
decreases in height with increasing distance from Mawrth Vallis is consistent with the mound material
being reworked or original Mawrth Vallis plateau material, and that those materials thinned with distance
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away from the dichotomy. However, as noted in Section 6.1, this could also be attributed to increased erosion
with distance from the dichotomy boundary, and may not be associated with the Mawrth region specifically.
The layered upper tiers of some compound mounds contain hydrated minerals (Loizeau et al., 2012; Michalski & Noe Dobrea, 2007) and so originated or were subsequently altered in an environment that supported
aqueous hydration of minerals. However, the environment must have become unsuitable for the formation
or deposition of hydrated mineralogy prior to the emplacement at ∼3.7 Ga (Loizeau et al., 2012) of the
Mawrth dark capping unit. This is because that unit contains unaltered igneous minerals and shows no alteration signatures. The Mawrth layered units were emplaced ∼3.9 Ga (e.g., Michalski & Noe Dobrea, 2007;
Michalski et al., 2010; Loizeau et al., 2012), with subsequent reworking and redeposition occurring within
proximal large craters (e.g., Oyama Crater) at ∼3.8 Ga (Loizeau et al., 2012). We suggest that the Mawrth-like tiers of compound mounds are an extension of the clay-bearing strata of Mawrth Vallis, or are contemporaneous with the reworked deposits found in Oyama Crater. The compound mounds (e.g., Figure 9)
share morphological characteristics (e.g., highly eroded forms, low thermal inertia, pale toned) with the
rest of the noncompound mound population. suggesting they have a common origin, which is reinforced
by the similar depositional ages determined by their stratigraphic relationships. Hence, the Mawrth-like
compound mounds may be genetically equivalent to the wider circum-Chryse mound population. This
inference suggests that the wider mound population is older than 3.8 Ga, but younger than the 4.0 Ga lower
limit controlled by the age of the Oxia Planum clays (Quantin-Nataf et al., 2021), assuming that, as our data
shows, all of the mounds belong to the same population.
The dark capping unit was deposited or emplaced unconformably over the clay-bearing strata of Mawrth
Vallis (∼3.6 Ga; Loizeau et al., 2012), and was itself significantly eroded before deposition of the dark plains
unit of Chryse Planitia (emplaced ∼3.6 Ga). This is supported by the observation of a compound mound
near Mawrth Vallis (shown in Figure 9), where the dark capping unit truncates the eroded strata of the
clay-bearing areas, which are themselves embayed by the younger, unaltered dark plains unit that infills
Chryse Planitia.
We propose that a mound-forming layer was deposited or emplaced on the margins of Chryse Planitia
between 4.0 Ga and 3.8 Ga (Early-Middle Noachian, Figure 12). The Mawrth-like material that comprises
tiered mounds in the Mawrth Vallis area could either represent a separate mound population (and therefore
a distinct former layer) or part of the same layer as the rest of the mound population. As the Mawrth Vallis
layered unit was emplaced ∼3.9 Ga (e.g., Michalski & Noe Dobrea, 2007; Michalski et al., 2010; Loizeau
et al., 2012), it is possible that the larger mound population is simply a distal continuation of this material
that do not possess the same distinctive layering. Alternatively, they may consist of reworked Mawrth Vallis
clay-bearing material that was deposited ∼3.8 Ga (Loizeau et al., 2012). Subsequent erosion is then hypothesized to have removed much of this original layer, or layers, leaving the mounds as erosional remnants.
These were then partly embayed by Chryse Planitia plains unit materials in the late Noachian to early Hesperian. Importantly, the observation that the mounds superpose the Oxia Planum clays, and may have once
been a contiguous part of the same material that forms the Mawrth plateau, suggests that the Oxia Planum
clays are older than the Mawrth Vallis clays. An alternative explanation that explains this observation is that
the Mawrth-like mounds are a separate younger population, although thus far we have found no observations that specifically support this conclusion.

7. Conclusions
We have investigated the morphology, morphometry and distribution of mounds in Chryse Planitia and
conclude that:

• The ∼14,500 mounds that were studied in the south Circum-Chryse region can be divided into four classes: hills (isolated, smooth, and round topped), mesas (isolated, flat topped), clustered mounds (groups of
nonisolated hills or mesas), and compound mounds (tiered examples). These classes are a reflection of
the erosional state of the mounds, mesas, and compound mounds are the least eroded examples, clustered mounds are moderately eroded, and hills are the most eroded examples
• The height-area relationship of the mounds has a height maximum of ∼500 m. Combined with the
observation of the degree of erosion of different mound morphologies, this suggests that the mounds
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Figure 12. Southward-facing block diagram showing the spatial and temporal evolution of the study area: (a) the topography of the study area post Chryse
impact. The extent of the regional layered clay unit that comprises the bedrock of Oxia Planum is unknown, but is here simplified to extend downward into the
crust and outwards into Chryse Planitia. (b) >500 m of mound material is deposited or emplaced on top of the regional clay-bearing unit in the Early to Middle
Noachian, as well as on the Mawrth Vallis regional plateau. (c) Widespread hydrothermal activity occurs along the dichotomy boundary, indurating material
that superimposes crustal weaknesses such as crater-marginal fractures. (d) Erosional processes remove the nonindurated material, leaving the indurated
material as remnant upstanding mounds scattered across the topography. (e) Dark plains material is emplaced in the Late Noachian and Early Hesperian,
almost entirely mantling the topography, embaying many mounds, and burying some examples.
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formed from the erosion of one or more regionally extensive layers that once covered the ExoMars landing site at Oxia Planum, as well as the lowland areas on the margin of southern Chryse Planitia
• The mounds are broadly Noachian in age, and were deposited or emplaced, lithified, subjected to induration by groundwater processes, and eroded between the Early Noachian and Late Noachian. If the
meter-scale layering seen in the upper flanks of compounds mounds is analogous to the clay layering
seen at Mawrth Vallis, then, assuming the mounds are part of the same population, the mounds probably
straddle the Early Noachian-Middle Noachian boundary
• The existence of mounds that contain similar layering to the clay-bearing strata of the Mawrth Vallis
plateau suggests that these mounds were once part of a Mawrth-like clay-bearing unit that may have
been contiguous with the plateau itself before erosion took place. These mounds appear to belong to
the same population as the mounds at Oxia Planum, which overlie the clay-bearing rocks that are the
primary target of the ExoMars rover. This suggests that the Mawrth Vallis plateau clays are younger than
those in the Oxia Planum region. The Oxia clays could represent a lower part of the regional stratigraphic
sequence
• The local distribution of mound-associated buried impact structures supports groundwater processes as
part of the preferential preservation mechanism. However, the observation that most mounds form random patterns that are not associated with craters rims, and the presence of several mounds within buried
craters argues against the mounds simply being upstanding, embayed, crater rim elements
This study has revealed that the population of isolated mounds in Chryse Planitia are accessible, 3-dimensional exposures of layered Noachian-aged deposits that may have interacted with groundwater. The shape
of the mounds, their individual geologic characteristics, and their stratigraphic relationships to one another
provide unique insight into a record of the depositional and alteration environments present on early Mars.
Our findings emphasise the importance of more detailed studies into their composition and significance
with respect to the ExoMars rover landing site in Oxia Planum, and show that, whilst their mode of formation remains somewhat ambiguous, their geological significance is not.

Data Availability Statement
Supplementary information including datasets and additional files for this research are available in McNeil (2021). CTX and HiRISE image data are publicly available at the NASA Planetary Data System repository in the Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter section (https://ode.rsl.wustl.edu/mars/). Tabulated data on
individual mound classification, location, and morphometry. Geospatial data vectors (shapefiles, .shp) for
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